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You have a Choice?You have a Choice?

In the movie “The Matrix” Morpheus offers Neo a In the movie “The Matrix” Morpheus offers Neo a 
choice between living in a fictitious “Dream World” or choice between living in a fictitious “Dream World” or 
knowing “The Truth.”knowing “The Truth.”
By taking the “Red Pill,” I can only offer you “The By taking the “Red Pill,” I can only offer you “The 
Truth.”Truth.”



Play VideoPlay Video



What is Gravity?What is Gravity?

Aristotle’s (384 BC Aristotle’s (384 BC –– 322 BC) Theory 322 BC) Theory –– Heavier Heavier 
objects fall faster than lighter ones.objects fall faster than lighter ones.
Modern work on gravity began with Galileo (16Modern work on gravity began with Galileo (16thth

century), who showed that gravitation accelerates century), who showed that gravitation accelerates 
all objects at the same rate.all objects at the same rate.
In 1687, English mathematician Sir Isaac Newton   In 1687, English mathematician Sir Isaac Newton   
hypothesized the inversehypothesized the inverse--square law of universal square law of universal 
gravitation.gravitation.
Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity –– space is space is 
curved by the presence of matter.curved by the presence of matter.
It’s mostly a mystery to modern science.It’s mostly a mystery to modern science.



What is Gravity?What is Gravity?

Gravity is NOT Newton’s 3Gravity is NOT Newton’s 3rdrd Law Law –– For For 
every action, there’s an equal and opposite every action, there’s an equal and opposite 
reaction.reaction.
FREE FALL: The force of gravity creates FREE FALL: The force of gravity creates 
an an inertialess reactioninertialess reaction..

(see demonstration)(see demonstration)



Secret German SocietiesSecret German Societies

The German people were devastated at the end of The German people were devastated at the end of 
WWI (1918) WWI (1918) –– cost estimated at $38 billion cost estimated at $38 billion 
dollars.dollars.
In 1919, Karl Haushofer founded the Vril Society In 1919, Karl Haushofer founded the Vril Society 
in Berlin. The word "Vril" was ancient Sumerian in Berlin. The word "Vril" was ancient Sumerian 
meaning “like god” and was used in the novel meaning “like god” and was used in the novel 
called “The Coming Race” written in 1871 by called “The Coming Race” written in 1871 by 
Edward BulwerEdward Bulwer--Lytton and is about a Lytton and is about a race of race of 
supermen living within the Earth's interiorsupermen living within the Earth's interior..



Secret German SocietiesSecret German Societies

Members of the Vril Society are said to have Members of the Vril Society are said to have 
included Adolf Hitler, Alfred Rosenberg, Heinrich included Adolf Hitler, Alfred Rosenberg, Heinrich 
Himmler, Hermann Göring, and Hitler's personal Himmler, Hermann Göring, and Hitler's personal 
physician, Dr. Theodore Morell. These were physician, Dr. Theodore Morell. These were 
original members of the Thule Society which original members of the Thule Society which 
supposedly joined Vril in 1919. The NSDAP supposedly joined Vril in 1919. The NSDAP 
(National(National SozialistischeSozialistische DeutscheDeutsche Arbeiter ParteiArbeiter Partei) ) 
was created by Thule in 1920, one year later. Dr. was created by Thule in 1920, one year later. Dr. 
Krohn, who helped to create the Nazi flag, was Krohn, who helped to create the Nazi flag, was 
also a Thulist.also a Thulist.



Secret German SocietiesSecret German Societies

The Vril Society met with a female psychic The Vril Society met with a female psychic 
medium, Maria Orsic at an old hunting lodge near medium, Maria Orsic at an old hunting lodge near 
Berchtesgarden, where they received remarkable Berchtesgarden, where they received remarkable 
news. Maria led a group of beautiful young news. Maria led a group of beautiful young 
women psychics called the Vrilerinnen and began women psychics called the Vrilerinnen and began 
to receive messages from ETs called the Aryans to receive messages from ETs called the Aryans 
on Alpha Tauri in the Aldebaran star system. on Alpha Tauri in the Aldebaran star system. 
Maria and a sister medium named Sigrun, learned Maria and a sister medium named Sigrun, learned 
that a half billion years ago, the Aryans, also that a half billion years ago, the Aryans, also 
known as the known as the Elohim or Elder RaceElohim or Elder Race, began to , began to 
colonize our solar system. On Earth, the Aryans colonize our solar system. On Earth, the Aryans 
created a colony in the created a colony in the hollow of the planethollow of the planet..



Symbolism of German SocietiesSymbolism of German Societies



Symbolism of German SocietiesSymbolism of German Societies

The Z Plan (The Z Plan (Return to Earth Return to Earth 
during early 21st Century)during early 21st Century)

The “Future Plan” was for the The “Future Plan” was for the 
Third Reich to survive outside Third Reich to survive outside 
of Europe aof Europe and rend re--emerge in emerge in 
the far future from either the far future from either 
another location on earth or another location on earth or 
from the stars from the stars if a spacecraft if a spacecraft 
could be constructed in time could be constructed in time 
before the collapse.before the collapse.



Symbolism of German SocietiesSymbolism of German Societies

The “Black Sun,” a large The “Black Sun,” a large 
ball of “Prima ball of “Prima MateriaMateria”, ”, 
provided light and provided light and 
radiation to the Aryans of radiation to the Aryans of 
the inner Earth.the inner Earth.
Its also known as the great Its also known as the great 
“Central Sun” in the inner “Central Sun” in the inner 
Earth.Earth.



Symbolism of German SocietiesSymbolism of German Societies



Current Earth Geology ModelCurrent Earth Geology Model

Academia teaches that Academia teaches that 
the Earth consists of the Earth consists of 
the Crust, the Mantle, the Crust, the Mantle, 
the Outer Core and a the Outer Core and a 
Solid Metal Core.Solid Metal Core.
If you don’t accept If you don’t accept 
this model this model –– you FAIL you FAIL 
the course!the course!
Seismic data shows Seismic data shows 
this model isn’t this model isn’t 
correct!correct!



Earth is Actually a Hollow Sphere!Earth is Actually a Hollow Sphere!

Seismic data shows Seismic data shows 
the Earth is hollow!the Earth is hollow!
Recent Neutrino Recent Neutrino 
emissions have been emissions have been 
detected coming from detected coming from 
inside the Earth inside the Earth ––
supports evidence of a supports evidence of a 
Central Sun!Central Sun!
The German Nazi's The German Nazi's 
knew this truth knew this truth -- that that 
the Earth is Hollow!the Earth is Hollow!



Earth is Actually a Hollow Sphere!Earth is Actually a Hollow Sphere!



Earth is Actually a Hollow Sphere!Earth is Actually a Hollow Sphere!



The Fall of LuciferThe Fall of Lucifer
The “Garden of Eden” The “Garden of Eden” 
was/is a place in the inner was/is a place in the inner 
Earth.Earth.
Adam & Eve were created Adam & Eve were created 
by the Elohim or Aryans in by the Elohim or Aryans in 
the inner Earth the inner Earth –– “Let us “Let us 
make Man in Our image, make Man in Our image, 
after Our likeness.”after Our likeness.”
We, meaning us Humans, We, meaning us Humans, 
are to be like Them, The are to be like Them, The 
Elohim, NOT the other way Elohim, NOT the other way 
around!around!



The Fall of LuciferThe Fall of Lucifer

“Original Sin” “Original Sin” 
occurred when occurred when 
Lucifer, described as a Lucifer, described as a 
Serpent Being or Serpent Being or 
Reptilian, had sex with Reptilian, had sex with 
Eve.Eve.



The Fall of LuciferThe Fall of Lucifer
Adam & Eve were Adam & Eve were 
banished to the outer banished to the outer 
surface of Earth surface of Earth ––
according to the Bible, according to the Bible, 
a Cherub with a a Cherub with a 
flaming sword was flaming sword was 
placed by God at the placed by God at the 
gates of Paradise gates of Paradise –– this this 
is the molten Mantle at is the molten Mantle at 
center of gravity center of gravity 
between the inner and between the inner and 
outer Earth.outer Earth.



The Fall of LuciferThe Fall of Lucifer

As described in the Bible, a 1/3 of the Elohim joined As described in the Bible, a 1/3 of the Elohim joined 
Lucifer and became corrupt.Lucifer and became corrupt.
This 1/3 was banished to outer Crust of the Earth where This 1/3 was banished to outer Crust of the Earth where 
they remain imprisoned. They include the Greys, The they remain imprisoned. They include the Greys, The 
Reptilians and the Annunaki Reptilians and the Annunaki –– they’re also know as The they’re also know as The 
Archons.Archons.
The remaining 2/3 of the Elohim became The Federation The remaining 2/3 of the Elohim became The Federation 
of Light and are the Gate Keepers in guardian action of Light and are the Gate Keepers in guardian action 
around planet Earth.around planet Earth.
The Earth (i.e., Prison Planet) is in quarantine by The The Earth (i.e., Prison Planet) is in quarantine by The 
Federation of Light.Federation of Light.



The Fall of LuciferThe Fall of Lucifer



German NAZI Gravity ResearchGerman NAZI Gravity Research

Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity 
(1916) was (1916) was rejectedrejected..
Gravity linked to certain quantum effects Gravity linked to certain quantum effects 
and and spinspin (NEXUS, March(NEXUS, March--April 2009, p. April 2009, p. 
80)80)
Evidence indicate Research & Development Evidence indicate Research & Development 
was conducted before, during and was conducted before, during and afteafter r 
WWII.WWII.



The German NAZI Bell DeviceThe German NAZI Bell Device

Author and Author and 
Researcher, Igor Researcher, Igor 
Witkowski, wrote a Witkowski, wrote a 
book called, “The book called, “The 
Truth About the Truth About the 
Wunderwaffe”Wunderwaffe”
He uncovered He uncovered 
evidence of a highly evidence of a highly 
classified WWII classified WWII 
German Nazi project German Nazi project 
called “Die Glocke.”called “Die Glocke.”



The German NAZI Bell DeviceThe German NAZI Bell Device
Began development in the Began development in the 
late 1930s.late 1930s.
Classified as “Classified as “War War 
DecisiveDecisive” ” –– highest highest 
classification possible classification possible ––
higher than their atom higher than their atom 
bomb development!bomb development!
Used counterUsed counter--rotating rotating 
drums.drums.
Required huge amounts Required huge amounts 
of D.C. electric power? of D.C. electric power? 
Why?Why?



The German NAZI Bell DeviceThe German NAZI Bell Device

“The Bell” was built “The Bell” was built 
by “expendable slave by “expendable slave 
laborers” from the laborers” from the 
GrossGross--Rosen  Rosen  
Concentration Camp.Concentration Camp.
Eyewitnesses at the Eyewitnesses at the 
camp observed the camp observed the 
device device levitatinglevitating when when 
operated.operated.
But, how did “The But, how did “The 
Bell” actually work???Bell” actually work???



The German NAZI Bell DeviceThe German NAZI Bell Device

Igor Witkowski (Truth Igor Witkowski (Truth 
About The About The 
Wunderwaffe) Wunderwaffe) 
mentions countermentions counter--
rotating drums, which rotating drums, which 
is is gyroscopic motiongyroscopic motion ––
key!key!
Cancels out angular Cancels out angular 
momentummomentum –– key! But key! But 
only half the answer.only half the answer.
(see demonstration)(see demonstration)



The German NAZI Bell DeviceThe German NAZI Bell Device



Gyroscopic MotionGyroscopic Motion

Bruce DePalma Bruce DePalma 
graduated from the graduated from the 
Massachusetts Massachusetts 
Institute of Institute of 
Technology in 1958. Technology in 1958. 
He attended graduate He attended graduate 
school in Electrical school in Electrical 
Engineering and Engineering and 
Physics at M.I.T. and Physics at M.I.T. and 
Harvard University.Harvard University.



Gyroscopic MotionGyroscopic Motion

The two pinballs did The two pinballs did 
NOT fly along NOT fly along 
identical parabolic identical parabolic 
arcs (as they should arcs (as they should 
have); unmistakably, have); unmistakably, 
the steel ball that was the steel ball that was 
rotating (at ~27,000 rotating (at ~27,000 
rpm) rpm) flew higher and flew higher and 
fell fasterfell faster than the than the 
companion ball that companion ball that 
was not rotating!was not rotating!



Gyroscopic MotionGyroscopic Motion

Did Bruce discover a way of modifying the Did Bruce discover a way of modifying the 
massmass--gravity effect using gyroscopic gravity effect using gyroscopic 
motion?motion?
A British research named Eric Laithwaite A British research named Eric Laithwaite 
(1970s) did a lot of work with gyroscopes (1970s) did a lot of work with gyroscopes 
and his work was strongly ridiculed!and his work was strongly ridiculed!
Gerber & Merritt did some intriguing work Gerber & Merritt did some intriguing work 
with gyroscopes.with gyroscopes.



Gerber & Merritt’sGerber & Merritt’s
Gyroscopic ResearchGyroscopic Research

Measured the elapsed time of dropping a Measured the elapsed time of dropping a 
nonnon--spinning and a spinning gyroscope a spinning and a spinning gyroscope a 
fixed distance.fixed distance.



Gerber & Merritt’sGerber & Merritt’s
Gyroscopic ResearchGyroscopic Research

They observed the spinning gyroscope They observed the spinning gyroscope fell fasterfell faster
than the nonthan the non--spinning gyroscope!spinning gyroscope!



Wallace Morgan Experiment,Wallace Morgan Experiment,
An Example of CounterAn Example of Counter--RotationRotation

A flywheel was mounted on the shaft of an A flywheel was mounted on the shaft of an 
electric motor. Another flywheel was mounted on electric motor. Another flywheel was mounted on 
a balla ball--bearing shaft aligned with the motor shaft. bearing shaft aligned with the motor shaft. 
The two flywheel's parallel faces were separated The two flywheel's parallel faces were separated 
by about 1/16. When the motor was energized, it by about 1/16. When the motor was energized, it 
accelerated the flywheel towards it's top rated accelerated the flywheel towards it's top rated 
speed. The latter flywheel, in response to the speed. The latter flywheel, in response to the 
changing angular velocity and momentum of the changing angular velocity and momentum of the 
former flywheel, started turning briskly former flywheel, started turning briskly -- in the in the 
opposite direction! The changing momentum field opposite direction! The changing momentum field 
of the lead flywheel induced a torque in the other of the lead flywheel induced a torque in the other 
flywheel across an air gap. Newtonian mechanics flywheel across an air gap. Newtonian mechanics 
does not predict that reaction!does not predict that reaction!



Spin or Angular Momentum is Spin or Angular Momentum is 
the Key to Controlling Gravity!the Key to Controlling Gravity!

In regards to “The Bell”, we know counterIn regards to “The Bell”, we know counter--
rotation or the rotation or the cancellation of angular cancellation of angular 
momentummomentum played a key role. But, what is played a key role. But, what is 
the other missing half? Why did “the Bell” the other missing half? Why did “the Bell” 
consume a huge amount of electric D.C. consume a huge amount of electric D.C. 
power when levitating?power when levitating?
The answer: MAGNETISM!The answer: MAGNETISM!



Spin or Angular Momentum is Spin or Angular Momentum is 
the Key to Controlling Gravity!the Key to Controlling Gravity!
Spin alignment also Spin alignment also 
occurs with occurs with 
magnetism.magnetism.
So, to complete the So, to complete the 
model of “The Bell,” model of “The Bell,” 
we setup strong we setup strong 
opposing magnetic opposing magnetic 
fields. This, in turn, fields. This, in turn, 
creates a strong creates a strong 
antigraviticantigravitic torque torque 
field.field.

(show video(show video))



Replicating “The Bell”Replicating “The Bell”

I present to you I present to you –– “The NAZI Bell Device”“The NAZI Bell Device”
((show videoshow video))



So, What Happened to “The Bell”?So, What Happened to “The Bell”?

According to Dr. Farrell, near the end of WWII, “The Bell” According to Dr. Farrell, near the end of WWII, “The Bell” 
was loaded aboard a JUwas loaded aboard a JU--390 and flown down to Argentina 390 and flown down to Argentina 
along with NAZI Top Brass (Hitler) and a fortune in wealth.along with NAZI Top Brass (Hitler) and a fortune in wealth.



So, What Happened to “The Bell”?So, What Happened to “The Bell”?

The Germans purchased The Germans purchased 
10,000 sq10,000 sq--miles of land miles of land 
down in Argentina called down in Argentina called 
“Rocky Plantation” before “Rocky Plantation” before 
the war.the war.
This was This was The Z Plan The Z Plan 
((Return to Earth during Return to Earth during 
early 21st Century)early 21st Century)

The “Future Plan” was for The “Future Plan” was for 
the Third Reich to survive the Third Reich to survive 
outside of Europe …outside of Europe …



So, What Happened to “The Bell”?So, What Happened to “The Bell”?

Argentinean journalist AbelArgentinean journalist Abel BastiBasti wrote in wrote in 
Fate Magazine (March 2004) article Fate Magazine (March 2004) article –– Adolf Adolf 
Hitler, his lover Eva Braun, Martin Hitler, his lover Eva Braun, Martin 
Bormann, Joseph Bormann, Joseph MengeleMengele and Adolf and Adolf 
Eichman Eichman left Germany and lived in left Germany and lived in 
Argentina “happily” ever after!Argentina “happily” ever after!
The former Nazi leaders lived about 840 The former Nazi leaders lived about 840 
miles southwest of Buenos Aires.miles southwest of Buenos Aires.



From “The Bell” to “Manned” DiskFrom “The Bell” to “Manned” Disk

The complete key to ANTIGRAVITY is a The complete key to ANTIGRAVITY is a 
countercounter--rotating opposing magnetic field.rotating opposing magnetic field.

((show videoshow video))



From “The Bell” to “Manned” DiskFrom “The Bell” to “Manned” Disk

To be compatible with To be compatible with 
the Human Chakras, a the Human Chakras, a 
Fibonacci diameter Fibonacci diameter 
ratio of 21:34, ratio of 21:34, 
Clockwise:CounterClockwise:Counter--
Clockwise spin MUST Clockwise spin MUST 
be maintained.be maintained.



The Crash at Roswell in 1947The Crash at Roswell in 1947
CorsoCorso –– “… at first that “… at first that 
the craft might have the craft might have 
been an experimental been an experimental 
Soviet weapon because Soviet weapon because 
it bore a resemblance to it bore a resemblance to 
some of the some of the GermanGerman--
designed aircraftdesigned aircraft …”…”
The disk craft was The disk craft was built built 
by the Germans.by the Germans.



The Crash at Roswell in 1947The Crash at Roswell in 1947
CorsoCorso –– “Today, items such as “Today, items such as 
lasers, integrated circuitry, fiberlasers, integrated circuitry, fiber--
optics networks, accelerated optics networks, accelerated 
particleparticle--beam devices, and even beam devices, and even 
the Kevlar material in the Kevlar material in 
bulletproof vests are all bulletproof vests are all 
commonplace. Yet the seeds for commonplace. Yet the seeds for 
the development of all of them the development of all of them 
were found in the crash of the were found in the crash of the 
alien craft at Roswell …” alien craft at Roswell …” –– all all 
developed by the Germans developed by the Germans 
during the warduring the war!!
Transfer everything to industry Transfer everything to industry 
but ANTIGRAVITY!but ANTIGRAVITY!



The Crash at Roswell in 1947The Crash at Roswell in 1947

The disk craft was The disk craft was 
piloted by the Greys!piloted by the Greys!
The Germans aligned The Germans aligned 
themselves with The themselves with The 
Archons Archons –– The Greys, The Greys, 
The Reptilians and the The Reptilians and the 
Annunaki.Annunaki.
The disk is NOW in The disk is NOW in 
the possession of the the possession of the 
US Government.US Government.



Post WWII NAZI Disk CraftPost WWII NAZI Disk Craft

The The Haunebu Haunebu II II –– 75’ in Diameter.75’ in Diameter.



Post WWII NAZI Disk CraftPost WWII NAZI Disk Craft



Post WWII NAZI Disk CraftPost WWII NAZI Disk Craft

Haunebu Haunebu I I –– 81’ 81’ DiaDia..
Haunebu Haunebu II II –– 86’ 86’ DiaDia..
Haunebu Haunebu III III –– 232’ 232’ 
DiaDia..
Haunebu Haunebu IV IV –– 393’ 393’ 
DiaDia..



The Future ZThe Future Z--PlanPlan
The “Future Plan” was The “Future Plan” was 
for the Third Reich to for the Third Reich to 
survive outside of survive outside of 
Europe …Europe …
Bible describes The Bible describes The 
Second Beast that rises Second Beast that rises 
out of the Earth.out of the Earth.
A disk will land in A disk will land in 
Jerusalem with Jerusalem with 
Antichrist during the Antichrist during the 
Crossing of Planet X!Crossing of Planet X!

(show video(show video))



I’m Accepting Donations to I’m Accepting Donations to 
Build This Technology!Build This Technology!



Listen to William on Listen to William on 
VortexNetworkNewsVortexNetworkNews.com.com

I host a LIVE weekly internet radio I host a LIVE weekly internet radio 
show called The Progressive Technology show called The Progressive Technology 
Hour. The show airs Saturday mornings Hour. The show airs Saturday mornings 
starting at 10 am PT, 1 pm ET.starting at 10 am PT, 1 pm ET.



Contact InformationContact Information
1.800.422.08081.800.422.0808

Contact William Alek at Contact William Alek at 
the following websites:the following websites:
Intalek.comIntalek.com
ProgressiveTechCenter.orgProgressiveTechCenter.org
UFOSkyWatch.comUFOSkyWatch.com
VortexToursOfSedona.comVortexToursOfSedona.com
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